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Rawson’s Fanfare range has been chosen in 2 distinct 
colours for the Key Assets office project in Birmingham.

The result is a covering which meets the planned aesthetic 
and offers a soft, quiet and comfortable surface. Rawson 
Carpet Solutions have been supplying the office and 
Education sectors for over 50 years. As the markets have 
evolved, so too has the product range and customer 
support. Hannah Sidley of CB Interiors stated: ‘We 
were looking for a heavy contract carpet which worked 
with our design concept portraying a contemporary 
look. The Fanfare Range supplied by Rawson carpets 
provided this, being solution dyed nylon and with BRE A+ 
environmental accreditation. Plus being fully supported as 
a UK manufacturer we were confident about meeting the 
deadline as the supply wouldn’t be an issue.’

Fanfare is a range that can be laid tessellated or 
broadloom, the result is a tile which offers the aesthetics 
of a seamless, monolithic floor. The sinuous look 
complements the space and offers great durability 
with castor chair resistance. The contract carpet tile is 
constructed using high grade solution dyed nylon and as 
such offers great cleaning results.

Rawson values the Environment. All considerations for 
ethical trading down the manufacturing and supply line 
and the responsible choice of REACH compliant materials 
is paramount.  In addition, carpets are provided with the 
BRE Green Guide Individual assessment, achieving A+ and 
this offers clients the assurance of an environmentally 
conscious product and manufacturer. Indeed there are 
products in the range that are fully recyclable. WE Rawson, 
A UK Company since 1865, is ISO9001:2015 accredited 
with 3 divisions and a heritage past as a reputed long 
standing privately owned UK Manufacturer.


